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ABSTRACT
This paper is about human-centred design (HCD). It is argued that there are two tensions fundamental to HCD: 1) the tension of combining the contributions of researchers/designers versus those of end-users; and 2) the tension of combining the concerns for a current versus a future situation. Several ideas of philosophers Levinas and Derrida, their ideas about other and otherness, are applied to look differently at HCD and to explore the ethical qualities of doing HCD.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This paper is part of my PhD research project in which I study one human-centred design (HCD) project in which I work myself. My role is hybrid and somewhat ambivalent: with one hand I practice and advocate HCD and with another I study two HCD projects critically and draw attention to the difficulty of doing HCD. The goal of my research is to provide an alternative story about HCD. I wish to “deconstruct” [3] HCD, to open its “open the black box” [7], in order to explore the ethical qualities of doing HCD.

2. HUMAN-CENTRED DESIGN
The principles of HCD appear to be simple: 1) the active involvement of users for a clear understanding of user and task requirements; 2) an appropriate allocation of functions between users and technology; 3) iteration of design and evaluation processes; and 4) a multi-disciplinary approach [5]. Researchers and designers who do HCD attempt to come out of their “ivory tower” to interact with (future, potential) end-users “out there”. The goal of such cooperation is to articulate better user requirements, which, in turn, lead to products or services which better match end-users’ needs and preferences [6].

However, it is not easy to bring these principles into practice. My participant observation in two HCD projects provides several examples for this. In one project [12] we cooperated with police officers as (future, potential) end-users; we did several observations and a number of workshops with them. Each such interaction resulted in a gradual shift of the project’s goal and focus. This is thought to be good practice in HCD: end-users influence upon the project. However, it is also shown how we unintentionally missed several chances to learn about police work, because of our focus on developing and evaluating an innovative telecom service. We could, for example, have listened better to police officers talking (during lunch) about not wanting to wear new woolen trousers, which management wants them to wear. Such stories can tell something about police officers’ professional identities and how management and innovation work within the police. In the other project [11] we cooperated with informal carers as (future, potential) end-users. In this project cooperation between team members was difficult. We did several seemingly redundant activities; interviews and workshops were conducted several times and decision making was slow. This was probably caused by the different project team members’ approaches: some draw from social science and are concerned with describing a current situation; whereas others have design backgrounds and are concerned with envisioning future situations. Furthermore, the end-users were mostly not allowed to participate themselves; they were represented instead, by the different project team members.

Here are two fundamental difficulties and associated tensions within HCD, in a nutshell: 1) the difficulty of organizing cooperation between researchers/designers and end-users and the tension of combining their respective contributions to the project – this is the difficulty of researchers/designers to be open towards end-users and to learn from them [10]; and 2) the difficulty of creating a novel design and the tension of combining the concerns for a current versus a future situation – this is the difficulty to envision a future situation based on what happens in the present, the difficulty to invent [4].

Based on a literature study of several HCD methods it is suggested that these tensions are fundamental to many (if not all) HCD methods, such as participatory design, ethnographic fieldwork, the lead user approach, contextual design, co-design and empathic design, and that different methods seek to solve these difficulties and tensions differently [13].

3. AN OTHER VIEW
I would like to suggest looking at these tensions from a philosophical perspective, by drawing selectively from the ideas of French philosophers Levinas and Derrida.

I propose to look at the difficulty of researchers and designers to be open towards end-users and to learn from them via Levinas’ idea of the “grasp”. Levinas suggests that when I gather knowledge I tend to reduce everything to concepts that I am already familiar with. I “transmute” every Other, for example an end-user and what he or she tells me, into the Same, into my own way of thinking and the ideas which I already have [8, pp. 11-13]:

“The knowing I is the melting pot of such a trans¬mutation. It is the Same par excellence. When the Other enters into the horizon of knowledge, it already resonances alterity. […] the I of knowledge is […] the melting pot where every Other is transmuted into the Same.”

When I gather knowledge from or about another person, I grasp what I see and hear of that other person, and pull that into my own world, into my own framework – “knowledge remains linked to perception and to apprehension and to the grasp even in the concept or the Begriff, which retains or recalls the concreteness of the grasp” [9, p. 152].
Furthermore, I propose to look at the difficulty of envisioning a future situation, of making design decisions which must lead to an innovative design. Derrida argued that only in a situation without rules, where one cannot use knowledge or apply rules, can one make a genuine decision [2, pp. 147-8]:

"The only decision possible is the impossible decision. It is when it is not possible to know what must be done, when knowledge is not and cannot be determining that a decision is possible as such. Otherwise, the decision is an application: one knows what has to be done, it’s clear, there is no more decision possible; what one has here is an effect, an application, a programming."

Derrida argued that invention cannot happen via programming or the application of rules; such would only result in "invention of the same" [1, p. 55]. True invention can only happen if we try to be open towards otherness, if we "prepare for it", if we "allow the coming of the entirely other", and this requires a kind of passivity – "No doubt the coming of the other, if it has to remain incalculable and in a certain way aleatory (one happens onto the other in the encounter), escapes from all programming [1, p. 55-6]."

My references to Levinas and Derrida are meant to draw attention to the ethics of doing HCD. With “ethics” I do not mean to talk about what is morally good or bad, and certainly not to prescribe what to do. I would like to argue that doing HCD has ethical qualities, not that doing HCD is good or bad, and not that there are good or bad ways to do HCD. The meaning of “ethics” which I wish to invoke is that of ethics which happens in-between people, as something which happing already. My suggestion is that practitioners of HCD, like me, can become more aware of or explicit about such ethical qualities when we do HCD.

I feel attracted to the suggestion of Van de Poel and Verbeek [14] to talk about engineering ethics based on empirical, specific and contextualized studies of engineering or practice. And, if I open the “black box” of my HCD practice, I don’t see an empty box, but a box full of ethics [15].

4. RELEVANCE
I would like to revisit the original ambition of HCD: researchers and designers come out of their ivory tower and interact with end-users in order to learn mutually and to jointly create innovations. However, in our attempts to learn together with end-users we tend to make grasping gestures, we destroy the other’s otherness – and designers come out of their ivory tower and interact with end-users in order to learn mutually and to jointly create innovations. And, if I open the “black box” of my HCD practice, I don’t see an empty box, but a box full of ethics [15].
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